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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Measuring the roll angle of single-track vehicles has always been a
challenging task; however, accurate and reliable measurements of
this magnitude are paramount for controlling the stability of these
vehicles, both for autonomous riding and for safety reasons. A roll
angle estimation is also useful in other situations, such as tests to
perform the identification of the parameters of the rider control.
In this work, a new algorithm is presented for estimating the roll
angle of bicycles. This estimator, based on the well-known Kalman
filter, employs a wheel speed sensor to approximate the speed of
the vehicle, and three angular rate sensors, which are currently small
and affordable sensors. The proposed method was implemented in
a microcontroller and tested in a bicycle and the results were compared with measurements obtained with optical sensors, showing
a good correlation. Although it has not been tested in motorcycles,
comparable results are expected.
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1. Introduction
Traffic accidents are one of the top 10 causes of fatalities around the world, being the first
among people aged 15–29 [1]. In developed countries, the improvement of the roads and
the safety features implemented in automobiles resulted in a great reduction of causalities.
However, accidents concerning single-track vehicles (STV; motorcycles and bicycles) have
not followed the same trend. One of the reasons is that their dynamics are highly affected
by the roll (lean) angle, which has to be taken into account in any control algorithm [2].
The roll angle with respect to the road can be measured by using distance sensors. The
roll angle defined in this way is related to the lateral tyre forces. However, the absolute
roll angle, which is measured with respect to gravity, is directly related to the balance of
any STV. Moreover, this magnitude is also useful in other kinds of situations, such as rider
control parameter identification experiments. Unfortunately, there is no sensor which can
measure the absolute roll angle of a STV directly, hence an estimation is needed. Several
examples requiring roll angle measurements of an STV can be found in the literature, and
different solutions have been applied so far. For example, in [3], a third wheel was installed
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on one side of a motorbike to measure the lean angle. Similarly, in [4], a trailer was used for
the roll angle measurement of a bicycle. In [5], an optical system using reflective markers
was employed to measure the lean angle of a bicycle on a treadmill, and in [6], a similar
setup was used for a bicycle on training rollers. In short manoeuvres, the integration of a roll
rate sensor is usually enough to get the required measurement, as in [7,8]. A more complete
system, which combines a high-accuracy GPS with an inertial measurement system (IMU),
is used in [9] to provide the motorcycle position and attitude.
The main aim of this paper is to present and validate an absolute roll angle estimation
technique for a bicycle. The method should have low computational requirements and rely
on inexpensive and reliable sensors. Although we think that this method should behave
properly when installed on a motorbike, the scope of this paper is limited to the application
of the roll angle observer for bicycles.
There are several works in the literature dealing with state estimation of STVs. However,
many of them are based on dynamical models of the vehicle and the rider. The advantage
of these approaches is that they provide much more information than the lean angle. On
the other hand, in order to achieve a good model, accurate force and mass distribution
parameters are required. In addition, force measurements are usually required to introduce
the rider action or, at least to characterise the rider control. One of these works is [10], in
which a dynamical model derived from a multibody model is used in an extended Kalman
filter to estimate several magnitudes of the motorcycle, including the roll angle. In [11], an
unknown-input high-order sliding-mode observer is applied to the model of a motorcycle.
The fuzzy logic approach has also been applied to the estimation of the states of motorcycles
using dynamical models [12].
There are some other works which do not need the dynamical model of the vehicle and
are based either on artificial vision or on inertial measurements. From them, the methods
based on inertial measurements require less computational power and they are more suitable to be installed on a vehicle, since the hardware is less expensive and the sensors can
be protected and are not affected by the possible adverse visibility conditions nor water,
dust, etc. In [13,14], a roll angle observer based on the frequency separation is presented
and experimentally validated. The results are good, but four expensive single-axis angular rate sensors in a special configuration are used, not allowing for the use of commercial
three-axis angular rate sensors, and the method is evaluated only with roll angles up to 25◦ .
Nevertheless, this roll angle observer is the best one published up to this time. In [15], two
nonlinear Kalman filters (an EKF and an UKF) were compared, obtaining similar results.
The setup is quite similar to that of the previous work, but only three angular rate sensors
were used in this work. The results are not as accurate as in the previous work, although
the method was evaluated with greater roll angles.
A comparative of four methods is presented in [16]. Two of them are based on inertial measurements, while the other two are video-based methods. The inertial methods
have similarities with the ones presented in [13,15,17]. The results, however, are worse
than the one presented in [13]. The errors of the video-based methods are about the same
magnitude than the ones obtained with the inertial methods.
In [18], inertial measurements are combined with force measurements to estimate the
pose of a bicycle and its rider. Although this paper presents interesting results, the need for
force measurements makes this system expensive, since it requires installing custom-made
parts on the bicycle.
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A method based on acceleration measurements was used in [19] to measure the roll
angle during steady-state cornering manoeuvres.
In [20], a navigation algorithm is proposed for a scooter. This algorithm needs also the
lean angle, which it is obtained through an artificial vision system using an on-board camera, and then it is used in the data fusion algorithm which provides the navigation output.
The methods based on the artificial vision are less suitable to be implemented in commercial vehicles due to the aforementioned reason, and therefore, we will focus on a method
based on inertial sensors.
In the present work, a new roll angle observer is presented and experimentally validated
using an instrumented bicycle. The method employs a three-axis angular rate sensors and
velocity measurements from a wheel speed sensor. The different sources of information
are fused by means of a Kalman filter. The method developed in this work requires only
inexpensive sensors and little computational power to be implemented, allowing to install
it even in conventional and electric assisted bicycles without a significant increase of the
cost nor the weight of the vehicle.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 addresses the design of
the observer, including a reminder of the Kalman filter equations, and the discussion of the
states, the dynamical model and the sensors considered in this method. In Section 3, the
experimental setup of the bicycle employed for validation is described. The experimental
results are shown in Section 4. Finally, some concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.

2. Roll angle estimator
The attitude of a vehicle can be expressed by means of aircraft principal axes (as shown in
Figure 1), using the roll (φ), pitch (θ) and yaw (ψ) angles, which are a particular case of the

Figure 1. STV with axes used: a global inertial frame G : (X, Y, Z) and a body ﬁxed frame B : (x, y, z)
attached to vehicle body, here the rear frame of the STV. The orientation of B with respect to G is described
the aircraft Euler angles yaw (ψ), pitch(θ) and roll(φ).
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Figure 2. Order of yaw, pitch, roll rotations depicted by means of the ‘cans in series’ [22].

Euler angles [21]. The order of the rotations is yaw-pitch-roll if they are expressed as z−y−x
intrinsic rotations or roll-pitch-yaw if they are expressed as x−y−z extrinsic rotations. The
intrinsic rotations can be drawn using the so-called cans in series representation [22], as
shown in Figure 2.
A vector uB expressed in the body reference system can be transformed into a vector uG
expressed in the global reference system using the rotation matrix:
uG = Rψ Rθ Rφ uB = RuB
where,

⎤
cos ψ − sin ψ 0
cos ψ
0⎦ ,
Rψ = ⎣ sin ψ
0
0
1
⎤
⎡
1
0
0
Rφ = ⎣0 cos φ − sin φ ⎦
0 sin φ
cos φ
⎡

⎡

cos θ
Rθ = ⎣ 0
− sin θ

(1)

0
1
0

⎤
sin θ
0 ⎦,
cos θ
(2)

This work is focused on the estimation of the roll angle of the rear frame of an STV with
respect to gravity. In order to do that, it is assumed that angular rate measurements and
wheel speed sensors (WSS) are available. The angular rate sensors are assumed to be aligned
with the axes in Figure 1, although if this condition cannot be met in an actual assembly,
it can be solved by applying a rotation to the measurements. The selection of these sensors
was conditioned by their cost and availability: WSS are already installed in every motorcycle equipped with ABS and can be easily added to bicycles (even a hub dynamo can be
used if it is already installed on the bicycle), while a three-axis MEMS angular rate sensor
is a very affordable and small size device, hence it is suitable to be installed in any kind of
vehicle.
Several data can be extracted from the selected sensors, but they are neither accurate nor
reliable measurement of the roll angle. For this reason, the different pieces of information
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obtained with this set of sensors have to be combined to get the most accurate information
from them. In this research, the Kalman filter was selected as the data fusion algorithm.
2.1. The Kalman filter
The Kalman filter is a stochastic estimator which combines predictions from a model with
measurements coming from sensors. The equations of the discrete version of Kalman filter are reproduced here for the sake of clarity, where the reader interested in a detailed
description of the method is referred to specific books on the topic, such as [23] or [24].
First, the state x and the covariance matrix of its estimation error P is predicted by means
of the model:
+
x̂k− = Fx̂k−1
+ Guk−1

(3a)

+

P
P−
k = FPk−1 F + 

(3b)

where F stands for the transition model of the system, x̂k− is the estimation of the state
+
vector in time step k before the measurement is applied, x̂k−1
is the estimation of the state
vector of the k−1 time step after the correspondent measurements have been applied, G is
the input matrix, uk is the input of the system, and  P is the covariance matrix of the plant
noise, which represents the uncertainty of the model.
After the prediction is done, the correction stage is executed:
yk = ok − Hx̂k−

(4a)


S
Sk = HP−
kH +

(4b)

 −1
Kk = P−
k H Sk

(4c)

x̂k+ = x̂k− + Kk yk

(4d)

−
P+
k = (Ig − Kk H)Pk

(4e)

where H stands for the observation model of the system, such that yk in Equation (4a) is
the mismatch (often called innovation) between the expected sensor readings according to
the model (Hx̂k− ) and their actual values (ok ). The covariance matrix Sk in Equation (4b),

represents the uncertainty in the system state projected via the sensor function (HP−
kH )
S
plus an additive Gaussian noise originated in the sensor itself ( k ). By evaluating the term
Kk (known as Kalman gain), the estimation of the state and its covariance are updated in
Equation (4d) and Equation (4e), respectively.
2.2. Dynamical model of the filter
The model employed in the filter has two states: the roll angle, and the bias of the angular
rate sensor along the body fixed x-axis.
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The relationship among the angular rates measured by the body-mounted angular rate
sensors (ωxB , ωyB , ωzB ) and the time derivative of the roll (φ̇), pitch (θ̇), and yaw (ψ̇) angles
of the vehicle body follows from
⎡
⎤
0
−ωzB ωyB
0
−ωxB ⎦ ,
R Ṙ = ω̃B = ⎣ ωzB
(5)
B
B
−ωy
ωx
0
and can be expressed as follows:


φ̇ = ωyB sin (φ) + ωzB cos (φ) tan (θ ) + ωxB
θ̇ = ωyB cos (φ) − ωzB sin (φ)
ψ̇ =

ωyB sin (φ) + ωzB cos (φ)

cos (θ )
Assuming a small pitch angle, |θ | ≈ 0, Equation (6a) becomes
φ̇ ≈ ωxB

(6a)
(6b)
(6c)

(7)

The bias (bx ) of the x angular rate sensor (ωxB ) can be modelled as a random walk, i.e.
assuming that it is constant and that the variations are produced by the plant noise. Once
bx is known, ωxB can be corrected. Therefore, after applying the forward Euler integration
method, the dynamic model of the filter in Equation (3a) becomes:


−
+
φ̂
1 −dt φ̂
dt B
=
+
ωx,k−1
(8)
0
1
0
b̂x
b̂x
k

k−1

where the states at the present time step k are expressed in function of the states and the
inputs of the previous time step k−1, being dt the integration time step.
2.3. Absolute ‘measurements’ of the roll angle
In the correction stage of the Kalman filter (in particular, in Equation (4a)), absolute measurements of the roll angle are needed. However, as actual measurements of the roll angle
are not usually available, they are created by using data from a wheel speed sensor and
a three-axis angular rate sensor. In this work, two different approaches are employed to
obtain the absolute roll angle measurements, and then both are combined into a single
measurement.
The first roll angle measurement has been used by many others (e.g. [13,16,17]). It
assumes a steady-state cornering motion and uses the lateral dynamics equilibrium to
calculate the first estimation of the roll angle, φd (see Figure 3)
φd = arctan

ψ̇ 2 R
g

= arctan

ψ̇v
,
g

(9)

where v is the forward speed of the vehicle and R is the radius of the trajectory. Notice
that this equation is only valid for stationary turns on level grounds. Although the two
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Figure 3. Dynamic force equilibrium during steady-state cornering.

expressions in Equation (9) are equivalent, the last one is more convenient for the implementation, since the radius of the trajectory is not involved in the equation. The speed of
the vehicle is usually calculated from the angular rate of the wheels. Although this method
does not provide exact velocity information, the velocity estimation is usually good enough
for this application. The calculation of the yaw rate ψ̇ is trickier, since its exact value is
related to the body angular rates through Equation (6c), which involves the roll and pitch
angles. However, in this work ωzB is used as an estimation of the yaw rate ψ̇.
The main drawbacks of this approach are the following:
• The equations were developed with a level road in mind, so the bigger the slope, the
larger error is expected.
• The cross-section of the tyres is not considered. However, if thick tyres are employed
(for example, in sport motorcycles), they are going to produce some effects when the
vehicle is leaned, namely:
◦ The contact point of the wheels is not in the symmetry plane of the vehicle
◦ The effective radius of the wheel decreases, thus the calculation of the speed of the
vehicle is wrong.
• The gyroscopic effect of the wheels has an upright effect which has to be compensated
by leaning more the vehicle.
• The roll angle is not properly estimated during transients (i.e., when φ̇ = 0), even when
using high pressure, thin tyres while riding on a flat floor.
• An exact measurement of the yaw rate is not available if the roll or pitch of the vehicle
are non-zero.
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• This technique considers that the center of mass of the vehicle is in the symmetry plane,
but it is no longer true if the rider leans or displaces laterally his body.
All these effects become more important for big roll angles, but are almost negligible
when riding straight.
For big roll angles, a new approach for measuring the roll angle was developed in this
work. The method is based on the existent relationship between the angular rates measured
by the angular rate sensor if a null pitch rate θ̇ is considered. This approximation relies on
the fact that the long term mean of the pitch rate is null during riding. Introducing the null
pitch rate assumption, Equation (6b) becomes:
0 = ωyB cos (φ) − ωzB sin (φ)

(10)

and the roll angle estimation φω can be calculated as

φω = arctan

ωyB
ωzB

⎛



ωyB

⎞

⎠
= sgn(ωzB ) arcsin ⎝ 
(ωyB )2 + (ωzB )2

(11)

where sgn(ωzB ) is the sign of the z angular rate. Both versions of this equation are mathematically equivalent, but the second one is more convenient in practice, when noisy
measurements taken from real sensors are used, thus avoiding the division by zero.
This approach has some advantages:
•
•
•
•

It works well in roads with any slope, as long as the pitch rate of the vehicle is small.
it is not affected by the tyre thickness
It is not affected by the rider’s movements
It is not affected by the gyroscopic effect of the wheels
And also some drawbacks:

• It does not work if the vehicle is not turning
• It is usually noisier than the method based on the lateral dynamics of the steady-state
cornering, specially for small roll angles.
In order to take advantage of both methods for measuring the roll angle, they are combined using a weighted mean. The weighing function changes its value depending on the
last available estimation of the roll angle φ̂, taken from the state observer:


φ̂ 2
W = exp − 2
φ̄


(12)

where φ̄ 2 is a constant value which can be used to adjust the behavior of the weighting
function. A value of φ̄ 2 = 0.05 was employed in this work, with the estimated roll angle φ̂
expressed in radians. This weighting function is represented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Weight function with respect to the roll angle.

The roll angle measurement ok to be employed in Equation (4a) is φm , built as weighed
combination of φd and φω :
φm = Wφd + (1 − W) φω

(13)

With the value of φ̄ 2 used here, the roll angle measurement based on the steady-state lateral dynamics is predominant when the absolute value of the roll angle is under 0.186 rad
(10.67◦ ). When the absolute value of the roll angle exceeds 0.339 rad (19.44◦ ), more than
the 90% of the weight of the roll angle measurement comes from the relationship between
ωyB and ωzB with the null pitch rate assumption. The results from the various roll angle
estimations during a manoeuvre can be seen in Figure 5. It can be appreciated that the
method based on the relationship between angular velocities does not work when the vehicle goes straight, but it improves when the vehicle is leaned. The method based on the lateral
dynamics of the steady-state cornering works well riding straight, but it performs bad at

Figure 5. Comparison among the diﬀerent roll angle estimations. The ﬁrst line is roll angle estimation
calculated from the relationship between ωyB and ωzB , φω . The second line is the roll angle estimation
calculated from the steady-state cornering dynamics, φd . The third line is the combination of both measurements φm as in Equation (13). Finally, the fourth line is the estimation of the roll angle provided by
the state observer.
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high roll angles, or during transients. However, combining both estimations according to
Equation (13) provides an improved approximation of the roll angle.

3. Experimental setup
In order to check the behaviour of the method in a real vehicle, a bicycle was instrumented,
see Figure 6. The core of the system is an Arduino Due, a development board based on the
Atmel SAM3X8E microcontroller. The Arduino acquires the data from the sensors, runs
the roll angle observer, and logs the data to a SD card.
In order to run the roll angle observer, the forward speed of the bicycle and the three
angular rates of the rear frame are needed. The forward speed of the bicycle was measured
with a toothed crown fixed on the rear wheel and a through-beam infrared sensor (Omron
EE-SX1041). The angular rates of the rear frame were measured with a three-axis angular
rate sensor (STmicro L3GD20H) attached to the Arduino board.
For validation purposes, two infrared distance sensors (Sharp GP2Y0A02YK0F) were
installed at both sides of the bicycle. The roll angle can be calculated from the measurements provided by these sensors using the following equation:
φ = arctan

DL − D R
DH

(14)

where DL and DR are the distances measured by the sensors on the left and on the right
respectively, and DH is the distance between the sensors measured perpendicularly to the
symmetry plane of the bicycle.
However, it was found that the distance measurements are quite noisy, and they are
affected by the irregularities of the road: white lines, the different height of the pavement with respect to the road, etc. For this reason, the angle is calculated using a different
algorithm:

Figure 6. Instrumented bicycle, equipped with a photoelectric sensor to measure real wheel speed,
and a three-axis angular rate sensor to estimate the roll angle. There are also two distance sensors for
validation purposes.
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• First, the roll angle is calculated according to the sensors of both sides, as follows:


DL − HS
(15a)
φL = arctan
D
H

2


φR = arctan

H S − DR
DH
2


(15b)

where HS is the sensor height at zero roll angle.
• Then, if both calculations of the roll angle are nearly similar (|φL − φR | < 0.3rad), they
are averaged. Otherwise, the one which has the larger difference with the previous roll
angle calculation is discarded.
• Finally, a low pass filtering algorithm with a cutoff frequency of 2 Hz is applied.
After this process is done, the roll angle measurements from the optical sensors are quite
consistent.

4. Results and discussion
In order to be able to validate the roll angle observer, the tests must be performed in a flat
level ground, because the optical validation system measures the roll angle relative to the
ground, whereas the roll angle observer measures the roll angle with respect to gravity.
Covariance matrices of plant and measurement noise for the Kalman filter have been
manually tuned from the results of some tests, resulting the following values for the plant
and measurement noises,  P and  S , respectively:
P =

5e−7
0

0
1e−8

 S = 0.1

(16)
(17)

The values of the covariance of the plant noise are much lower than that of the measurement noise, thus emphasising the prediction of the plant model over the approximated roll
angle measurements in the short term. However, the values of these parameters must be
specifically tuned to be employed with other vehicle and/or other set of sensors.
All the manoeuvres started and finished with null velocity. In this situation, the rider
steps on the floor to stabilise the bicycle, and the dynamics of an STV cannot be applied. For
this reason, a settling time can be seen in all the tests at the beginning of the manoeuvres,
and also a drift at their ending.
The first test started with a straight section. After that, a constant radius turn was performed, and finally, the bicycle was ridden straight again. Results of this manoeuvre can be
seen in Figure 7. There are two big errors around 30 s, but looking at the plot, it becomes
clear that those errors were produced in the optical sensors, since the manoeuvre was a
constant turn, and the signal with sudden variations is the one coming from the distance
sensors. This manoeuvre demonstrates that the algorithm is stable in both straight and
turning conditions, and that it also works well in the transitions between both situations.
The RMSE for this manoeuvre was 1.5◦ .
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Figure 7. Roll angle from distance sensor (validation) and state observer during straight line/constant
radius/straight line manoeuvre (counter-clockwise turn).

−

Figure 8. Roll angle from distance sensor (validation) and state observer during obstacle avoidance
manoeuvre and lane change.

The second test conducted was a combination of obstacle avoidance and lane change
(see Figure 8). The manoeuvre started riding straight. After that, three consecutive turns
were performed to avoid an obstacle and return to the original trajectory. Finally, a lane
change was performed. This test shows that the roll angle observer performs well in fast
series of alternative turns. The RMSE for this manoeuvre was 1.7◦ .
The third test was a manoeuvre looking for the maximum roll angle, such that the bicycle
was ridden at maximum speed in a sharp corner. The results are shown in Figure 9. The
RMSE for this test was 1.8◦ .
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Figure 9. Roll angle from distance sensor (validation) and state observer during high roll manoeuvre.

The last test was executed doing normal cycling in public roads, including potholes,
slopes, bank angle, etc. Since the roads are usually not flat, the measurements from the
distance sensors do not provide the correct roll angle. However, this test is useful to verify
the stability of the observer during normal riding conditions. The results can be seen in
Figure 10. In the roll angle plot, it can be seen that the roll angle provided by the observer
is always around zero, while the plot of the roll angle provided by the distance sensors has
several sections in which the angle is not around zero, due to the non-zero bank angles in
the several sections of the road employed for this test.

Figure 10. Roll angle from distance sensor and state observer during normal riding conditions.
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5. Conclusions
This paper presents a new method for estimating the roll angle for an STV. The sensors
employed for the observer are a low cost three-axis angular rate sensor and a wheel speed
sensor (already available in any vehicle equipped with ABS). The roll observer employs
a Kalman filter to combine information from a dynamical model of the roll angle with
noisy measurements of the absolute roll angle, obtained both from the lateral dynamics
of the steady-state turning, and from a kinematic relationship between the angular rates
provided by the zero pitch rate assumption.
A bicycle was equipped with these sensors, a microcontroller and two distance sensors
for validation purposes. Some manoeuvres were performed to check the accuracy of the
method under several conditions: high roll angle, straight line to turn transition, obstacle
avoidance manoeuvres and long-term performance of the algorithm. The results obtained
here are among the best found in literature (RMSE < 2◦ ), but at a considerable lower
hardware cost.
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